
Net Weight:276lb

Gross Weight:330lb           

Noise: 58dB

Rating Voltage 110-120V~ Rated Frequency:60Hz

Rated Power :200W

Standby power:<0.5W

Safety Design:Class

Product specification and parameter:
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40 -50  back heating function can relieve coldness 

and pain on your back.The emissive far infrared wave 
length coincides with  human body wave length ,so 
the energy can be absorbed by human cell,which can 
activate cell and promote metabolism .

With 8 airbags on each side of the arms,
  with pulse air 

pressure massage, provide you rhythmed pulse 
point stimulate, completely relax from arm to finger, 
refresh yourself.

 focus on 
hand sanli point, neiguan point

With 4 airbags on upper arms, combined with 
intelligent massage hands, focus on 

to massage, make your up 
body obtain enough stretch.

jianliao point
naoshu point

 
  and

 ARMS AIR PRESSURE MASSAGE CHEST AND SHOULDER MASSAGEBUTTOCK AIRBAGS MASSAGE

Set with airbags massage equipment according to 
human buttock curve to completely cover and 
massage thigh .Air inflating and deflating of different 
airbags and vibration alternately can stimulate 
Huanzhong and Changqiang points to reduce 
redundant proud flesh 

Innovation
InnovationCARBON FIBER FAR 

INFRARED HEATING FUNCTION Innovation BACK-WAIST TWIST

Airbags filling and releasing on the back can 
drive human waist swing left and right.this move 
can adjust the spine to relieve muscle stiffness 
effectively.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD CUSHION&
Innovation

With humanized design in head cushion, it can 
adjust freely within 10 CM, fit for different body 
height,With hommized design on upper arms, it 
can move up and down within range 20cm, the 
maximum angel is 40 degree, can fit for different 
body height.

TUMBLET TYPE UPPER ARMS
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Intelligent three-dimensional massage hands combine professional 

massage skill to the massage chair to realize multidimensional and aspect 

stereo massage.Intelligent massage hands imitate professional massagist 

method to do the following massage massage action: knead, squeeze, flap, 

press, push, hold, swing and twist.The maximum stretch space is 12 CM,so 

this mechanical hands can do effective massage to human cervical 

vertebra thoracic vertebra and lumbar vertebra that ordinary massage chair 

cannot extend.

78

LEG AIRBAG MASSAGE

23CM

Armrest can automatically slide according to the 
backrest tile degree .When the chair is under 
being adjusted condition,the users can massage 
the hand and waist in a natural posture.

27

THAI SOLE GUA SHA MASSAGE
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Magnetic therapy with accurately positioned 8  

300CC permanent magnets can improve human 

low-grade magnetite situation by stimulating calf 

reflect points. 
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This  creative function is based on the chiro 

conception ,it can widen the space between vertebral 

body to avoid bone spur and cartilage oppression on 

nerve .In this way,herniateddisk and muscle stiffness 

problems can be solved.

The calf rest length can be adjusted according to the 
users' height.The maximum length can be stretched to 
23 CM to make sure the whole body get formfitting 
massage.Matched with knee carbon fiber heating 
skill,this calf massage can stimulate LiangQiu and Du 
Bi acupuncture point to promote leg blood circulation 
and avoid or relieve some relevant knee joint sympton .

Designed with three rows rollers on sole, 88 stereoscopic 
balls combine emulational hand touch with advanced roller 
technology,supply guasha massage like professional 
massagist,massage  on sole,no matter ba 
steady gently or massage gradually strong,both can bring 
you unprecedented comfort and enjoyment.

Yongquan point

Different shapes of airbags full wrap on legs, ankle 
and foot, massage on 

 press, stop, relax interactive air 
pressure massage, make you feel good and 
achieve harmony between man and nature's realm.

foot sanli point, taixi point, 
kunlun point,

Comprehensively back massage: 
the intelligent massage hands can 
move up and down on shoulder, 
neck, back and waist, detect the 
body curves automatically, the 
width can be adjusted automatically 
within 6-21 CM, the vertical travel 
can up to 81CM, could achieve 
comprehensive coverage on back., 
from to

, increase 20% compared with 
traditional back massage, fit for 
different body figure.

Fengchi point  shengshu 
point

Optional sensor can 
accurately detect the main 
human acupoints .Its auto-
detection and fine adjustment 
function will give you 
exclusive massage program 
with perfect massage position.

Intelligent massage hands can 
effectively grab and knead the 
shoulder muscle to dispel 
shoulder fatigue fast.

Massage contact closely fit human 
thoracic vertebra ,just like chest 
expanding exercise massage to 
effective stretch  thoracic vertebra.

Stereo massage method combined 
with spine "S" curve makes lumbar 
vertebra massage more smooth to 
relax  lumbar vertebra soon.

BACK MASSAGE RANGE
ACUPOINT AUTO-
INDUCTION SYSTEM

MAGNETIC THERAPY

21CM
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FENGCHI
JIANJING

XINSHU

SHENSHU

XINSHU

SHENSHU

FENGCHI

GANSHU

INTELLIGENT MASSAGE
TECHNOLOGY

Innovation

Innovation

WAIST STRETCH EXTENDED CALF & KNEE HEATING LINKAGE ARMREST 

 FENGCHI

DAZHU

FENGMEN

 FEISHU

JUEYINSHU

XINSHU

DUSHU

KESHU

GANSHU

DANSHU

PISHU

 WEISHU

SHANJIAOSHU

SHENSHU

QIHAISHU

 DACHANG

SHANGLIAO

LUOQUE

YUZHEN

TIANZHU

 TIANLIAO

BINGFENG

FUFEN

POHU

GAOHUANG

SHENTANG

YIXI

GEGUAN

HUNMEN

YANGGANG

YISHE

WECANG

HUANGMEN

ZHISHI

GUANYUANSHU

XIAOCHANGSHU

CILIAO

ZHONGLIAO

XIALIAO

BAOHUANG
PANGGUANGSHU

ZHONGLUSHU

ZHIBIAN

BAIHUANSHU

HUIYANG

CHENGFU

YINMEN

FUQIE

WEIYANG

WEIZHONG

YANGHE

CHENGJIN

CHENGSHAN

FEIYANG

SHENMAI
JINMEN

SUGU
ZHIYIN
ZHUTONGGU

JINGGU

FUYANG

KUNLUN

PUSHEN

XINSHU POINT

GANSHU POINT

SHENGSHU POINT

NEIGUAN POINT 

HANDS SANLI POINT

FOOT SANLI POINT

YONGQUAN POINT 

PUSHEN

KUNLUN

JINMEN

FEIYANG

NEIGUAN

JIANJING

TIANJING

DIANCHI

SHOUSANLI

YONGQUAN

YANGCHI

SIDU

HEGU

YEMEN

YANGJIAO

XUANZHONG

ZUSANLI

TAIXI

YANGXI

SHOUWUNLI

SHANGLIAN
XIALIAN

JIANJING POINT

Dispersing wind and clearing heat, activating collateral and 
detumescence, can ease the cervical spondylosis, neck stiffness, etc 

TIANZONG POINT

Dredging tendon and activating collateral,regulating qi and 
detumescence,can ease scapulohumeral peri-arthritis, shoulder 
and arm ache.

Relieving chest stuffiness,regulating the qi,activating collaterals and 
calming nerves,caring the heart.

Soothing liver-gallbladder, regulating qi and strengthening 
eyesight, caring the liver

Tonifying the kidney and supporting yang,strong waist and water 
retention,caring the kidney.

Calming mind, regulating qi and ease pain,convalesce 
hearts,caring the heart.

Clearing heat and improve eyesight,regulate 
gastrointestinal,suitable for waist ache,shoulder and arms 
ache,dyspepsia and canker sores,tooth ache, cold and so on

Dredging tendon and activating collateral,strengthening the spleen and 
stomach ,attending hepatitis,enteritis,bronchitis,nephritis and so on.

Nourishing yin and tonifying kidney,calming liver and dispersing 
wind,attending sleeplessness,nervous headache,myocarditis and so on. 

 JIANJING

TIANZONG

12 POINTS COMFORTABLE PHYSICAL THERAPY
Make Your Full Body Filled With A Sense Of Euphoria

Dispersing wind and clearing heat, activating collateral and 
detumescence, can ease the cervical spondylosis, neck stiffness, etc 

 FENGCHI POINT

Nourishing yin and tonifying kidney,tonifying yang and strong 
waist,suitable for nephritis,cystitis,emphysema and so on.

Calming nerves and clearing heart,dredging tendon and activating 
collateral,suitable for pain on sciatic nerve,knee arthritis,ankle sprain 
and so on

TIANZONG

JIANJING

TIANZONG
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Leg airbags

Foot airbags Innovation function of two sets airpump can 
work synchronously and continuously to 
supply motive power for the whole 79 
airbags .Both stereo leisure massage and 
strong airbag pressure are accurate and 
unique,which makes you enjoy cheerful 
fresh massage.
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Lower arm
airbags
8PCS

Intelligent 3D massage system 
combines  professional massage 
techniques to massage chairs to 
achieve multi-dimensional and aspect 
massage ,and fully release your 
fatigue from one day's hard working.

Kneading and air pressure massage  
programs, like the real person  touch, 
brings you  joyful experience,, 
effectively get rid of fatigue and  
relieve stress.

Comfortable automatic massage 
program makes you enjoy the 
ultimate massage fun in comfortable 
massage and remove  regional office 
syndrome from mouse 

Specially designed to relieve muscle 
pain and stiffness, like Gua Sha 
approach, stretching back muscles, 
relax muscles, relieve fatigue.

Completely real pressure massage 
designs  from neck to sole, arms to 
your finger tips, will  provide you with 
unparalleled  full-body massage 
experience and fully relieve skin.

Airbags filling and releasing on the 
back can drive human waist swing 
left and right .This move can adjust 
the spine position to shape light 
posture.

You can start the timing function, 
adjust the massage time, it will supply 
with continued strong power, making 
your noon break better, more beautiful, 
sweeter.

Advanced accurate force from roller 
system combined with comfortable 
shiatsu from air pressure, dispelling 
your fatigue after exercise, bring you 
a healthy body.

Innovation upper arm 
airbags

Buttock airbags

Back airbagls

Total airbag

Total valve

Magnetic 
function

Total air pump

ONE BUTTON BRINGS
YOU FULL COMFORT

3D-RUSH GROUP ACHE-IMPROVING-
LABOUR GROUP

RELAXED-
STUDENT GROUP

WAIST STRETCH-
BEAUTY LOVE GROUP

MEMORY PROGRAM ABC-
SPORTSMAN

COMFORT-
OLD PEOPLE GROUP

FULL AIR PRESSURE-
COMPUTER USER GROUP

FIXED TIME-
HOUSEWIFE GROUP

AUDIO FREQUENCY INTERFACE 3D DIGITAL SOUND 

Audio frequency 
equipment access port 
design can give you 
synchronous music 
massage , which can 
make you enjoy music 
rhythm during massage.

Unique 3D surround 
stereo sound can bring 
you into music world 
when relax yourself and 
make you feel perfect 
fusion of music and 
massage.

Enjoy perfect fusion of 
body and mind in the 
flashing neon light.Under 
colorful light, you will 
enter a mottled dreamlike 
world.

LED COLORFUL AESTHETIC LIGHT

 STANDARD CONFIGURATION
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1 VFD  CONTROLLER

VFD controller is gorgeous design and easily operated. Microcomputer chip controlled makes performance more stable and excellent .It  flashes 
by letting  phosphor from anode be  attacked by electron .Compared with other display group,it has wider horizon and angle.clearer display 
effect,perfect and effective controlling effective .Photoelectricity nevigation will bring you refresh in version and touch.

Automatic massage
program 

Memory massage 
program

Manual massage 
program 

DOUBLE CONTROLLER

Main controller with VFD display can reflect massage 
position and methodcan set, besides,it can adjust and 
control each massage function.Subsidiary controller is 
compact and light ,you can open the cover to choose as 
you like.

THREE MEMO MODES

Three individual memory function will meet you and your 
family memebers' requirement on specially designed 
massage method .Any massage method and other function 
combination you and your family members like can be stored 
in corresponding keys through A\B\C memory keys,which will 
dispel  fatigue after exercise and  give you and your family a 
strong body.You only need to touch lightly the corresponding 
key to start the former set memory mode when enjoy next 
time.
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